Nutanix Software
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• The Nutanix Enterprise Cloud
• Nutanix Core software
• Nutanix Essentials software
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Flexible Scale-out Architecture
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ü Start small and scale without limits

ü Keep data local for maximum performance

ü Increase capacity one node at a time

ü Mix node types and hardware generations

Flexibility to Choose Deployment Method
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The Nutanix Enterprise Cloud
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Nutanix Core software
• Acropolis Operating System (AOS)
• Acropolis Hypervisor (AHV)
• Prism (Nutanix’s systems management tool)

Nutanix Core softwareAcropolis Operating System (AOS)
Description:
Nutanix Acropolis software converges compute and storage to provide cloud-like infrastructure that can
run any application at any scale.
Unlike other HCI products, Acropolis provides the freedom to choose
the right technology for the business, including hardware platform, virtualization technology and
Public Cloud integration.
With built-in data protection, security, and self-healing capabilities, IT teams get a full stack solution
they control, which can be deployed in minutes - without requiring teams of specialists.
Potential benefits:
• Improved operational efficiency
• Simpler to scale
• Eliminate storage and server silos (and associated management)
• Eliminate storage network (equipment and management)

Nutanix Core softwareAcropolis Hypervisor (AHV)
Description:
Nutanix AHV is a license-free virtualization solution included with Acropolis that delivers enterprise
virtualization ready for a multi-Cloud world. With Acropolis and AHV, virtualization is tightly integrated
into the Enterprise Cloud OS rather than being layered on as a standalone product that needs to be
licensed, deployed and managed separately.
Common tasks such as deploying, cloning and protecting VMs are managed centrally
through Nutanix Prism, rather than utilizing disparate products and policies in a piecemeal strategy.
Potential benefits:
• VM administrators find AHV simple and intuitive to use
• Management of VMs is done in Prism, simplifying operations
• Nutanix provides a simple tool to handle migration between hypervisors
• Can reduce or eliminate VMware costs

Nutanix Core softwarePrism
Description:
Nutanix Prism is an end-to-end management solution for virtualized datacenter environments that
streamlines and automates common workflows, eliminating the need for multiple management
solutions across datacenter operations.
Powered by advanced machine learning technology, Prism analyzes system data to generate
actionable insights for optimizing virtualization and infrastructure management.
Prism Central allows multi-cluster management from a single pane of glass.
Potential benefits:
• Prism simplifies operations by having all operations management done from a single pane of glass
• Prism is included with any Nutanix system; no need for separate vCenter software, or separate
management cluster, potentially reducing cost
• Gain operational insights into multiple sites from a single console

Nutanix Essentials
• Flow
• Prism Pro
• Files
• Calm

Nutanix EssentialsFlow
Description:
Nutanix Flow is native networking functionality built into the AHV virtualization stack.
Flow provides network/application visibility and security via micro segmentation and service
Insertion.
Customer Story:
A local bank was recently audited and asked to implement a network security product
for compliance reasons. Using Flow, they were able to leverage ring fencing of VMs and seamlessly
integrate service-chaining with virtual appliances. This enabled the customer to check off the compliance
requirement and implement security policies across their Nutanix environment without adding
significant management overhead.
Potential benefits:
• Provides network function virtualization native to the Nutanix platform
• Potentially eliminates need for VMware NSX or similar product

Nutanix EssentialsPrism Pro
Description:
Prism Pro intelligently optimizes capacity, proactively monitors anomalies and can recommend
resolutions based on machine learning.
One click reporting, analytics, and capacity planning for all nodes in the environment.
Potential benefits:
• Ability to predict costs of adding workloads to your Nutanix cluster, as well as ability to reliably
predict capacity requirements

Nutanix EssentialsFiles
Description:
Nutanix Files storage, also called file-level or file based storage, stores data in a hierarchical structure.
The data is saved in files and folders, and presented to both the systems storing it and the system
retrieving it in the same format.
Customer Story:
Customers are installing Files for their NFS and SMB environments, allowing them to eliminate older
NetApp systems.
Potential benefits:
• Eliminates separate SANs for file based storage, and combine into the Nutanix cluster
• No need for storage networking, as all storage is local to the servers
• Scaling is easier, at smaller increments; acquire as you need it, not until
• Performance improvement due to data locality

Nutanix EssentialsCalm
Description:

Nutanix Calm adds native application orchestration and lifecycle management to the Nutanix Enterprise Cloud Platform.
Calm decouples application management from the underlying infrastructure – enabling applications to be easily deployed into Private
or Public Cloud environments through the use of blueprints/runbooks.
The addition of advanced application management to the Nutanix platform turns common tasks into repeatable automations
accessible to all IT teams, without giving up control across the infrastructure stack.
Customer Story:
A university uses Nutanix heavily to provide self-service access to resources required by their researchers. These researchers often
require huge deployments for a limited amount of time on short notice, but the cost of pure Public Cloud was far too high. Calm
allows them to burst to the Public Cloud when large requests come in combined with native self-service to provide researchers
infrastructure on short notice.
A manufacturing company uses Calm to provide a self-service portal to their customers allowing them to rapidly deliver development
resources, especially around IoT, which is critical for their factory automation
Potential Benefits:
• Freedom of choice as to where to deploy applications, automated
• Cost comparisons in advance, using your negotiated prices from Cloud vendors

Nutanix Enterprise
• Buckets
• Volumes
• Karbon
• Era
• Xi IoT
• Xi Frame
• Xi Epoch
• Xi Beam
• Xi Leap

Nutanix EnterpriseBuckets
Description:
Nutanix Buckets is a software-defined object storage solution that non-disruptively scales out
while lowering overall costs. It's designed with an S3-compatible REST API interface to handle
terabytes to petabytes of unstructured data. It's deployed and managed as part of the Nutanix
Enterprise Cloud OS, reducing the need for additional storage silos.
(UNDER DEVELOPMENT, GA 2Q19)

Nutanix EnterpriseVolumes
Description:
Nutanix Volumes is a native scale-out block storage solution that provides direct
block-level access via the iSCSI protocol to the Acropolis Distributed Storage
Fabric (ADSF).
It enables enterprise applications running on external servers to leverage the
benefits of the hyperconverged Nutanix architecture.
Potential benefit:
• Leverage HCI ecosystem to address block storage

Nutanix EnterpriseKarbon
Description:
Built-in service to deploy and manage a full Kubernetes cluster
(UNDER DEVELOPMENT)

Nutanix EssentialsEra
Description:
One-click database provisioning and lifecycle management for popular database engines, streamlining
common operations such as cloning, updating, restoring and more.
Customer Story:
Era automated database operations for a large pharmaceutical company increasing the agility around
how databases are provisioning and cloned. Company DBA summed Era in one word: “Beautiful”
“Nutanix Era should save our organization time and money by replacing our complex and costly copy
data processes, which are impacting IT productivity and slowing down our app developers,” said the
Hosting Manager of an online payments company. “We are actively working with Nutanix to validate
that Era will streamline the provisioning and lifecycle management of our databases, allowing our
teams to devote more time to strategic IT projects.”
Potential benefit:
• Quick deployment of new database workloads
• “Time Machine” capability

Nutanix EnterpriseXi IoT
Description:
A full IoT platform that delivers local compute, machine learning and intelligence for your IoT
edge devices
Customer Stories:
A large US company plans to implement Industry 4.0/Smart Factory initiatives. There was
growth of time-series in distributed locations and they wanted global roll-up (IoT-like
aggregation) of large scale event data for advanced analytics.
Use Case #1: The problem statement is to collect multiple params from various sensors,
co-relate those to one entity locally and then send the aggregated info across to AWS
Kinesis.
Use Case #2: There is a need for technical platform to ensure quality of packaging (on meat
products) in an automated way as it is increasingly becoming hard to find floor workers who
would work in a meat-cutting plant.
Potential benefit:
• Reduced Cloud storage costs and ability to deploy functions/applications to Edge devices

Nutanix EnterpriseXi Frame
Description:
Xi Frame is a unique Desktop-as-a-Service platform built from scratch specifically for Cloud deployment.
Future proof VDI protocol
Experience the only infrastructure-independent platform for delivering applications and desktops without Cloud lock-in.
Customer Stories:
Local technology company deployed 10K+ seats for VDI
Another local company deployed Xi Frame to thousands served with Autodesk software from the Frame digital workspace
Another customer utilizes 15K seats of Xi Frame with simplified management, less support burden, pay as you go, instant software
updates, and auto-scale
A large US university uses Xi Frame to migrate physical computer labs to the Cloud so students can learn anywhere at anytime.
Another customer, “With Frame we just install whatever we’re installing on the main image and hit publish, and it pushes the app out.”
Potential benefit:
• Save on on-premises endpoint hardware costs
• Performance of high frame rate applications over the WAN is better

Nutanix EnterpriseXi Epoch
Description:
Xi Epoch enables DevOps and Site Reliability Engineering (SRE) teams to gain end-to-end visibility
into application infrastructure, service interactions, and dependencies.
You can now maintain high availability and resilience of your applications without the need for any
code instrumentation.
Potential benefit:
• Non-invasive visibility, traceability and predictability of overall performance of end to end
infrastructure

Nutanix EnterpriseXi Beam
Description:
Xi Beam is a powerful Nutanix SaaS service that delivers cost optimization and security compliance
across multiple clouds
Customer Stories:
Xi Beam helped a customer identify and easily eliminate unused EC2 instances in their AWS environment.
Xi Beam also provided recommendations to change the instance type for those instances that were not
being used at full capacity
Within a few months of using Xi Beam, another customers was able to save more than 25% on their cloud
spend by utilizing reserved instances recommendations
Xi Beam helped another customer by providing a single pane of glass to make cost-saving
recommendations and ensure compliance across their multi-client, multi-technology environment
Potential benefit:
• Reduce spend for Public Cloud by identifying areas where cost inefficiencies exist
• Reduce Public Cloud spent by eliminating orphaned instances that are still being charged for

Nutanix EnterpriseXi Leap
Description:
Xi Leap is a natively integrated cloud based Disaster Recovery Service that leverages a common
infrastructure stack and a single point of control, delivering orchestrated disaster recovery without the need
to provision, configure or manage multiple products.
Xi Leap also eliminates the need to maintain a secondary dedicated site for DR and makes it simple to
achieve DR readiness.
Customer Story:
“Nutanix did a great job in extending one-click provisioning of DR to the cloud with Xi Leap, it’s now much
easier than our previous experience. Our old system was extremely time consuming, complicated and
lacked good documentation”, Director of Technology at K-12 School District.
Potential benefit to Flex:
• Built in disaster recovery
• Instant, easy on-boarding
• One click test/failover

